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alive, yet dead: mourning in the victorian period - what was left of victorian mourning traditions since
the vast numbers of fallen men could not be mourned in a traditional way. without seeing the body of their
sons and 1 pat jalland, death in the victorian family (oxford, 1996), p. 1. 2 ibid, p. 3. suicide in the victorian
popular press: england, 1837-1901 - suicide in the victorian popular press: england, 1837-1901 ... and p.
jalland, death in the victorian family (oxford, 1996), p. 70. ... death, poverty, illness, gender relations, and the
family. the aim of this piece of work is to look at the perceived nature, attitudes toward, causes of and
victorian ways of death and mourning - newberry - representations of death and burial in victorian
england. albany: state university of new york press, c2009. suny series, studies in the long nineteenth century.
call # pr 878 .d37 h68 2009 jalland, patricia. death in the victorian family. oxford; new york: oxford university
press, 1996. call # gt 3243 .a2 j35 1996 lutz, deborah. paying respects: death, commodity culture, a
thesis the ... - paying respects: death, commodity culture, and the middle class in victorian london by tana l.
owens, b.a. a thesis in history submitted to the graduate faculty of texas tech university in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of master of arts approved aliza s. wong chairperson of the committee paul
raymond deslandes death and fantasy - cambridgescholars - 5 see for example gerhard joseph and
herbert f. tucker, “passing on: death” in herbert f. tucker (ed.), a companion to victorian literature and culture
(oxford: blackwell, 1999), p. 114, discussing pat jalland, death in the victorian family (oxford: oxford university
press, 1996) and philippe aries the hour of drawing the pillow, laying out and port wine: the moral ... death and dying during the so-called long nineteenth century (c.1750–1914), with its abundance of
documentary, literary and material culture primary sources, has also attracted its share of scholarly attention:
the deﬁnitive text for this period is undoubtedly jalland’s death in the victorian family (1996), but cash,
conscience, corpse: the culture of death in the ... - a number of scholars have examined the culture of
death, grief, and mourning in the victorian period. james stevens curl claims that lavish funerals and
ostentatious dis-plays of grief were victorian social requirements (20). john morley writes in detail about
extravagant funerals in the 1840s and 1850s. pat jalland acknowledges that the death in england: an
illustrated history (review) - authors’ previous, more in-depth writing: patricia jalland’s chapter on victorian
death, for example, does not move too far from her seminal book death in the victorian family (1996).
however, this is not a criticism, for the editors’ avowed intention is to address the general reader rather than
the specialist: the contribu- from 1850 to the fin de siÈcle - vanderbilt university - from 1850 to the . fin
de siÈcle. by . elizabeth meadows . dissertation . ... death in the victorian family, by pat jalland, and . death,
heaven and the victorians, by john morley. for a broader historical and geographical context, see philippe ariès
. the hour of our death . history of death: sources - university of glasgow - death issues alistair g tough,
medical archives of glasgow and paisley: a guide to the greater glasgow health board archive (university of
glasgow, 1993). further reading p jalland, death in the victorian family (oxford university press, 1998). r
richardson, death, dissection & the destitute (routledge & kegan paul, 1987). suffering angels: death and
femininity in ellen wood's fiction - beliefs surrounding death during the mid-victorian period. as pat
jalland’s research has demonstrated, the ‘‘evangelical revival had a profound effect on the way the victorian
family approached death’’ and, inevitably, this carried over into fictional portrayals of dying.6 wood’s deathbed
scenes generally 220 women’s writing the death of john stuart mill - university of reading - 3 on the
concept of the ‘good death’, see p. jalland, death in the victorian family (oxford, 1996). 4 inaddition, ‘a knot of
localswaitedrespectfullyat thecemeterygate’. reves,john stuartmill: victorian ﬁrebrand (london, 2007), p. 480.
the historical journal, 54, 1 (2011), pp. 167–190 f cambridge university press 2011 madness, suicide the
victorian asylum: attempted self ... - medicalhistory, 2002, 46: 175-196 madness, suicide andthe victorian
asylum: attempted self-murder in the ageof non-restraint anneshepherdand davidwright* introduction eng
358: death in the south - facultyrcer - eng 358: death in the south ... missing class for a verifiable family
emergency, participation in a university‐sanctioned athletic event, or religious holidays will not result in a
deduction from your final grade, but it is your ... january 24 welty, 46‐93 jalland, death in the victorian family
... envisaging death - cambridge scholars - denied has become death discussed and analysed”
(representations, 1.) for a list of works from this period, see my bibliography in aaron, moving. 3 see stamper
and condra, clothing, 306, and for a discussion of ostentatious funeral practices, and their reform, see jalland,
victorian family, 194-202.
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